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Localized States in Bistable Pattern-Forming Systems
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We present a unifying description close to a spatial bifurcation of localized states, appearing as large
amplitude peaks nucleating over a pattern of lower amplitude. Localized states are pinned over a lattice
spontaneously generated by the system itself. We show that the phenomenon is generic and requires only
the coexistence of two spatially periodic states. At the onset of the spatial bifurcation, a forced amplitude
equation is derived for the critical modes, which accounts for the appearance of localized peaks.
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FIG. 1 (color online). A typical bifurcation diagram allowing
for the appearance of localized peaks: at a certain value of �, a
secondary subcritical bifurcation takes place; dashed lines mark
the beginning (end) B1 (B2) of the bistable region and the
Maxwell point �M.
During the last years emerging localized structures in
dissipative systems have been observed in different fields,
such as domains in magnetic materials [1], chiral bubbles
in liquid crystals [2], current filaments in gas discharge
experiments [3], spots in chemical reactions [4], localized
2D states in fluid surface waves [5], oscillons in granular
media [6], isolated states in thermal convection [7], and
solitary waves in nonlinear optics [8], just to mention a
few. In one-dimensional systems, localized patterns can be
described as homoclinic orbits passing close to a spatially
oscillatory state and converging to an homogeneous state
[9,10], whereas domains are seen as heteroclinic trajecto-
ries joining the fixed points of the corresponding dynami-
cal system [11]. Recently, in a nematic liquid crystal light
valve with optical feedback, a different type of localized
states has been found experimentally, appearing as large
amplitude peaks nucleating over a lower amplitude pattern
and therefore called localized peaks [12]. Similar observa-
tions have been reported in a Newtonian fluid when non-
linear surface waves are parametrically excited with two
frequencies [13] and in numerical simulations of an atomic
vapor with optical feedback [14]. More recently, longitu-
dinal modes with localized peaks over a spatially modu-
lated background have been shown in numerical simu-
lations of Maxwell-Bloch equations for a semiconductor
laser [15]. Thus, these examples of localized states appear-
ing over a patterned background [12–15] seem to consti-
tute a different class of structures with respect to the local-
ized states that appear over an uniform background [1–11].

The aim of this Letter is to show that localized peaks are
a generic class of localized states, appearing whenever a
pattern-forming system exhibits coexistence of two spa-
tially periodic states. The mechanisms that originate this
circumstance are more than a few. For instance, one can
consider a multistable system, which shows two consecu-
tive spatial bifurcations to different states when one pa-
rameter is changed. There is a large number of physical
systems that display this kind of behavior; therefore there
is a vast number of possible models. In order to derive an
unifying and simple description of localized peaks, we
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develop a theoretical model for one-dimensional spatially
extended systems close to a spatial bifurcation. The model,
which shows coexistence between different patterns and
stable front solutions between them, is based on an ampli-
tude equation that includes a spatial parametric forcing.
This extension, with respect to conventional amplitude
equations, allows one to describe localized patterns and
to account for the main properties of these solutions. The
model includes the interaction of the slowly varying enve-
lope with the small scale of the underlying pattern solution
[16], well known as the nonadiabatic effect [17,18].

Generally, the main ingredient for the appearance of
localized peaks is the coexistence between two spatially
periodic states. In order to give a generic description of
such a situation, we consider a system that exhibits a
sequence of spatial bifurcations as shown in Fig. 1; that
is, the primary bifurcation is supercritical, while the sec-
ondary one is of subcritical type. Let ~u�x; t� be a vector
field that describes the system under study and satisfies the
1-1 © 2006 The American Physical Society
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partial differential equation

@t ~u � ~f� ~u; @x; f�ig�; (1)

where f�ig is a set of parameters. For a critical value of one
of the parameters, the system exhibits a spatial instability
at a given wave number qc. Close to this spatial instability,
we use the ansatz ~u � A�X; T�eiqcxû� �A�X; T�e�iqcx �̂u�
� � � , and the amplitude satisfies [9]

@TA � �A� �jAj2A� �jAj4A� jAj6A� @XXA; (2)

where � is the bifurcation parameter and f�; �g control the
type of the bifurcation (first or second order depending on
the sign of these coefficients). Higher-order terms are ruled
out by scaling analysis, since ���2=3, ���1=3, jAj �
�1=6, @t ��, @x ��1=2, and �� 1. Note that this ap-
proach is phase invariant (A! Aei’), but the initial system
under study does not necessarily have this symmetry.

As depicted in Fig. 1, for a given range of parameter
values, the system exhibits coexistence between two differ-
ent spatially periodic states, each one corresponding to a
homogeneous state for the amplitude equation. The coex-
istence region is for B1 <�<B2. The extended stationary
solution of the amplitude equation [Eq. (2)] has the form
A � R�x�ei��x�, where R�x� and ��x� are the envelope
modulus and phase, respectively. These functions satisfy
the relation ��x� �

R
�=R�x�2dx. For uniform modulus

solution (R0), one has the expression for the envelope

A � R0e
i�"=R2

0�X;

where �� "2=R4
0 � �R

2
0 � �R

4
0 � R

6
0 � 0 and " is an

arbitrary constant related to the initial phase invariance.
It is worth noting that in the case of positive ", the wave
number of the pattern is modified by the inverse of the
square amplitude R2

0, so that patterns with larger amplitude
have smaller wave number. At variance when " is negative,
the patterns with large amplitude have smaller wavelength.
Figure 2 depicts two different patterns that coexist for the
same parameters; the pattern with large amplitude has
smaller wavelength, and hence " in this case is negative.
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FIG. 2. Localized state and pattern solutions: (a) localized
state solution between pattern states �1 and �2; (b),(c) the
pattern solutions �1 and �2 coexisting for the same parameters.
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Note that the above amplitude equation is variational
and can be written as

@tA � �
�F 	A; �A


� �A
;

where

F ��
Z �

�jAj2��
jAj4

2
��
jAj6

3
�
jAj8

4
�j@XAj

2

�
dx:

For given values of the parameters, the two stable uni-
form stationary states of Eq. (2) have the same energy; that
is, the system is at the Maxwell point. Here the front
between the two states does not propagate; that is, the front
is motionless [19]. By moving away from the Maxwell
point, the front dynamics is usually characterized by the
motion of the core of the front, which is defined as the front
position with the largest slope. In order to have a localized
solution, we consider the interaction of two of these mo-
tionless fronts close to the Maxwell point. As a conse-
quence of the asymptotic behavior of the front at infinity,
the front interaction is attractive and has the form [20]

_� � �ae��� � �; (3)

where � is the distance between the cores of each front, �
is the separation from the Maxwell point (���M), �
characterizes the exponential decay of the front to a given
constant value at infinity, and a is a positive coefficient that
characterizes the properties of the interaction and is deter-
mined by the form of the front. Equation (3) has an
unstable fixed point �� � � ln��=a�=�, which is the nu-
cleation barrier between the two homogeneous states.
Hence, the conventional amplitude equation [Eq. (2)]
does not exhibit stable localized states, due to the scale
separation used to derive the amplitude equation. But near
the front’s core, the previous ansatz is no more valid.
Indeed, in these locations the slowly varying envelope
A�X; T� shows oscillations of the same (or comparable)
size as the small scale of the underlying pattern. This
phenomenon is denominated as the nonadiabatic effect
[17,18].

In order to take into account this effect, we modify the
amplitude equation by including the nonresonant terms.
Thus, the amplitude equation becomes

@TA � �A� �jAj2A� �jAj4A� jAj6A� @XXA

�
X
m;n�0

gmnAm �Ane�i	qc�1�n�m�=
���
�
p

X; (4)

where gmn are real numbers of order 1. Now the amplitude
equation is parametrically forced in space by the nonreso-
nant terms. We note that the ansatz for ~u satisfies the
symmetries fx! �x; A! �Ag and fx! x� xo; A!
Aeiqcxog. Therefore, the envelope equation also is invariant
under this transformation. Instead, the spatial translation
1-2
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FIG. 3 (color online). Oscillatory interaction force between
two front solutions. The inset figures are the stable localized
patterns observed at the Maxwell points (black dots), where the
interaction changes its sign.
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and phase invariance are independent symmetries of
Eq. (2).

To understand and illustrate the effect of nonresonant
terms, we keep the leading terms n � 0 and m � 2. Then
the amplitude equation takes the form

@TA � �A� �jAj2A� �jAj4A� jAj6A� @XXA

� �A2ei�qc=
���
�
p
�X: (5)

The amplitude is now spatially forced with frequency
qc=2	

����
�
p

and amplitude �  g02. The spatial forcing is
responsible for the homogenous states becoming a spa-
tially periodic state. As a consequence, the front solution
between the spatially periodic states exhibits a pinning
range; that is, the front is motionless for a range of pa-
rameter around the Maxwell point. It is important to re-
mark that the model (5) is the simplest model that exhibits
front solution between two different spatial periodic
solutions.

Note that the maxima of the envelope correspond to the
maxima of the initial periodic solution ~u�t; x�. In order to
obtain the change of the front interaction as a result of the
spatial forcing, we consider the front solution of the reso-

nant equation A��x� xo� � R��x� xo�e
i
R
"=R2

�dx, where
R��x� xo� satisfies

�R� �R3 � �R5 � R7 � @xxR�
"2

R3 � 0;

xo is the position of the front core, and the lower index �
(� ) correspond to a front monotonically increasing (de-
creasing). As the nonresonant term is a rapid spatial oscil-
lation, we consider this term as a perturbative type and use
the ansatz

A � A��x� x1�t��� A��x� x2�t��� �Ao;� � Ao;��

� �Wei�’;

in the Eq. (5), where Ao;� � R0;�e
i"x=R2

0;� , f�W; �’g are
small functions, and R0;� are the stable equilibrium states
of the resonant amplitude Eq. (2) and R0;� >R0;�. We
obtain the following solvability condition for the �W
function (front interaction):

_� � �ae��� � �� 
 cos
�
qc����
�
p �

�
; (6)

with

a �
�2h3�R2

� � 5�R4
� � 7�R6

� � 3"R�4
� j@xR�i

h@xR�j@xR�i
;

� �
F�R�� � F�R��
h@xR�j@xR�i

; 
 �
�h@xR�jR

2
� cos� qc����p x�i

h@xR�j@xR�i
;

F�R� � �R2=2� �R4=4� �R6=6� R8=8� 2"2=R2,
and hfjgi 

R
1
�1 f�x�g�x�dx.
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As a consequence of the spatial forcing, the interaction
of two fronts close to the pinning range [Eq. (6)] has an
extra term and now alternates between attractive and re-
pulsive forces. It is important to remark that 
 is a parame-
ter exponentially small, proportional to �, and is of order
�; i.e., the source of the periodical force is the spatial
forcing in the Eq. (5). Therefore, close to the Maxwell
point the system exhibits a family of equilibrium points,
d�=dt � 0. Each equilibrium point correspond to a local-
ized solution nucleating over a pattern state; we call these
solutions localized patterns. The lengths of localized pat-
terns are multiples of a basic length, corresponding to the
shortest localized state. We term these shortest states as
localized peaks, as these solutions correspond to the ex-
perimental observations reported in [12]. Figure 3 depicts
the front interaction and the family of equilibrium points.

Because of the oscillatory nature of the front interaction,
which alternates between attractive and repulsive forces
(cf. Fig. 3), we can deduce the dynamical evolution and
bifurcation diagram of localized patterns. By decreasing �
or increasing �, the family of localized patterns disappears
by successive saddle-node bifurcations and only localized
peaks survive. The mechanism for localized peak appear-
ance is related to the fact that the spatial forcing is non-
linear. Since it is proportional to the square of the pattern
amplitude, the spatial forcing is larger for the upper branch
than for the lower branch, so that the pattern with higher
amplitude has larger spatial oscillations around the equi-
librium state (cf. Fig. 1). Thus, for a given critical value of
the forcing, the upper pattern becomes unstable because of
the large oscillations that bring it to a collision with the
unstable state (dashed line in Fig. 1). For the same mecha-
nism, when the minima of the upper pattern reach the lower
1-3
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FIG. 4. (a) Intensity profile of a one-dimensional localized
peak in the LCLV experiment; (b) k ~uk2 numerical profile in
the presence of a localized peak.
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pattern, a localized peak appears through a saddle-node
bifurcation of the spatial periodic solution. Numerically,
we have verified that localized patterns with a size larger
than the shortest length are not robust phenomena. In the
experiments, the typical behavior observed is the appear-
ance of localized peaks [12], in agreement with the nu-
merical results. However, the stability properties,
dynamical evolution, and bifurcation diagram of localized
patterns are a complex task that constitutes a work in
progress.

Figure 4(a) shows a localized peak profile recorded in
the liquid-crystal-light-valve (LCLV) experiment [12]. In
order to directly compare with the model, we have per-
formed one-dimensional experiments by inserting a rect-
angular slit in the optical feedback loop. The slit transverse
size is approximately 100 �m, whereas for the parameters
set in the experiment, the size of localized peaks is around
350 �m. A similar profile can be numerically obtained for
k ~uk2 � jAj2 cos�qcx�, as shown in Fig. 4(b).

In conclusion, we have presented an unifying descrip-
tion of localized peaks, which are large amplitude peaks
nucleating over a lower amplitude pattern. We have de-
rived a spatially forced amplitude equation and shown that
localized peaks are a generic class of behavior appearing
whenever a pattern-forming system exhibits coexistence
between two spatially periodic states. The front solution
that connects the two different pattern states exhibit a
locking phenomena; that is, it is motionless for a range
of parameters. We have obtained the front interaction, and
from this interaction, we have deduced the family of
localized solutions. We have shown that, as a consequence
of the nonlinear nature of the forcing, localized patterns
with a size larger than the shortest length are not robust
phenomena, so that only localized peaks are stable at long
times and for a wide range of parameters. We have shown
good qualitative agreement with the experimental obser-
vations for a LCLV system and we expect similar phe-
nomena to be observed in other pattern-forming systems,
provided they present bistability between two different
spatial structures. Note that pinning of localized structures
on periodic arrays has recently been reported for a fixed
grid [21]. Localized peaks can be seen as a generalization
of this case, when the pinning lattice is spontaneously
generated by the system itself.
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The simulation software DIMX, developed at INLN, has
been used for all the numerical simulations presented in
this Letter.
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